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Iff :  N + Rk is additive and has monotonic norm, then f = c. log. 0 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc 
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In 1946 P. Erdiis [l] discovered the following by now well-known 
theorem: 
If a real-valued additive function is monotonic, then it is c. log rr. 
In this paper we prove a corresponding result in the k-dimensional 
space: 
THEOREM. If a function f: N + IWk is additive and its Euclidean norm is 
monotonic from some point on, then f(n) = c log n with a constant vector 
CERk. 
Remark 1.1. The monotonicity for all n, of course, is a consequence of 
the theorem, but it does not seem to follow easily from our weaker 
assumption. 
Remark 1.2. Not for all norms of a finite dimensional vector space does 
a corresponding theorem hold. Maybe strong convexity is a necessary and 
sufficient criterion. At any rate, if a norm is not strongly convex, there are 
easy counterexamples. 
Remark 1.3. On passing to countable dimension, that is to Hilbert 
space, the theorem also becomes wrong on account of the following exam- 
ple: 
where leil = 1 and (ei, ej) = 0 for all i#j. Here 
If(n)1 = J c, log* n + c2 log n. 
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It seems an interesting question whether these are essentially all solutions 
for our problem in Hilbert space. 
Throughout the paper the following notations will be used: P := the set 
of all primes; II, v, etc. vectors in Rk; JuJ the Euclidean norm and (II, v) the 
scalar product. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
LEMMA 1. Zf IfI is conoergent, then f = 0. 
Proof. If lim,,, If(n)1 = c, then in particular for the numbers 
4~{P,~P2~P37PlP,>PlP3,P2P3~ PlPZP3) with pl~p2,p3+co distinct 
primes, lim,, iu I,f(q)l = c. 
The identity ~u+v+w~2-~u+v~2-~u+w~2-~v+w~2+~u~2+~v12+ 
lwJ’=O-substitute u=j’(p,), v=f(pz) and w=f(p,)-implies 4c2- 
3c2 =O, i.e., c=O. 
Therefore lim n _ u. f(n) = 0, which for any fixed a E N and (n, a) = 1 gives 
If(a)I G Iftan) -f(n)1 G If( + If( + 0, 
which implies f(a) = 0. 
COROLLARY. Zf ) f 1 is monotonic and bounded, then f = 0. So it is enough 
to examine the case that If I is monotonic and unbounded. 
MAIN LEMMA. Zf If 1 + 00 monotonically, then there exist a vector c # 0 
and an additiue.function g such that 
f(n)=clogn+&L (g,c)=O and g(n) = 0 (log n). 
Remark 2.1. Later on we may assume 
Jc/ = 1 (1) 
without hurting generality. 
Proof: The sphere S := {a : Jal = l} is compact. Because of 1 f) + cc, 
there exists an infinite set P, c P such that 
z .= f(P) 
. P'%LIf(P)I 
exists (T E S). (2) 
For arbitrary a, b E N, a < b, let p -+ co through P, . Then (p, ab) = 1 as 
soon as p 2 pO. So using the monotonicity of 1 f I we see that 





which by (2) yields 
The function (f(n), r ) is additive, monotonic, and real-valued, so by the 
mentioned theorem of Erdos 
where c > 0, since in particular for p E P, 
so 
f(n) = TC log n + g(n) with (g(n), t) =o. (4) 
With c := cz this is the desired representation, but we still have to show 




for all p E P. 
Proof. Assume that for two infinite sets P, and P’, c P we have 
f(P) 
/!iF,IfoI=Ti 
(i= 1, 2). 
Then by (3) and (4) we have If(p)1 -cilog p for PEP, and 
(f(n), 2,) = ci log n where ci > 0. It follows, that 
= lim ‘2 log P ‘2 -_ 
PEPI If( -G’ 
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Q.E.D. 
By symmetry also (r,,r2)=c1/cz, hence cf=cz and c1=c2, since c;>O. 
Finally 
i.e., t, = r2. 
It is now easy to see that 
g(P) = 0 (log PI for PEP, 
since by (3) and (4) 
C210g2p-~f(JJ)12=~rClogp+g(p)12=c210g2p+~g(p)12. 
We need, however, the stronger 
LEMMA 3. 
0) = 0 (loi2 n) for all UE N. 
ProoJ We know g(p) = o (log p), so for any E > 0 there exists a K such 
that g(p) <E log p for all p 2 K. Hence for all squarefree m E N 
so g(m) = 0 (log m) for squarefree m -+ co. 
Concerning any other large number n, by C p2(m) *ax, there is a 
squarefree m such that n 6 m < bn (b > 1 arbitrary). The monotonicity of 
IfI implies 
0 < If(m - If(n = c2 log’ m-c’log’n+ lg(m)12- Ig(n)l’ 
consequently 
which gives g(n) = o (log n). 
Thus the Main Lemma is completely proved. 
For the proof of the Theorem some more lemmas are needed. 
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LEMMA A. Among any r vectors v, , v2,..., v, Mith Iv,1 = 1 there are t,co 
vectors vi, v, (i#j) such that /vi-v,1 GE, {fr>CJ~‘pX. 
ProoJ The unit sphere in the k-space can be covered with 0 (d’ ’ ) 
balls or cubes of diameter d. If we have more points on the sphere, there 
must be two in the same ball or cube. 
LEMMA B. If  r> C4E’--k, then among any vectors ui # 0 (1 < i < r) there 
are two ui, uj (i# j) such that 
IUi + UjI 3 (l - F2)( l”il + JUjl ). 
Proof: Apply Lemma A to the vectors u,/( Iu, 1) (t = l,..., r) and use the 
identity 
/ui+uj12=(Ju,I + lu,l)2- Z-& 2 IUj( Ill,/. 1, I 
LEMMA C. For large r there exist at least r pairwise coprime numbers in 
[n, n + D] with D 2 er2. 
ProoJ: Let a=p,p,... pr with the r smallest primes. For arbitrary fixed 
s the numbers sa - pi (1 < i< r) are pairwise coprime since any prime 
divisor of pi - pj divides a. The given interval contains such a set because of 
log a - r log r - r2. 
Remark 2.2. It is known that sieve methods give much smaller bound 
like D = r2 log r, but the above weak statement suffices for our purpose. 
LEMMA D. 
with arbitrary fixed C, > 0 for sufficiently large n. 
ProoJ: The monotonicity of ) f ( implies I f(n + 1 )I ’ - If (n)12 2 0, which 
by the Main Lemma and (1) means 
Ig(n)12-l~(n+l)(2~log2(n+1)-log2n=0 F . 
( > 
Write ) g(n)1 - / g(n + l)j = 6 and suppose 6 > 0. (Otherwise the lemma is 
trivial.) Then Ig(n + l)[ + Ig(n)l 3 S and therefore 
log n 
6’dIg(n)~2-~g(n+1)~‘=0 - , ( > n 
i.e., 6 = 0 -!- 
( > $7 
Q.E.D. 
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We proceed in the proof of the Theorem. 
If g(n) + 0, then as in the proof of Lemma 1 necessarily g = 0, which 
proves the Theorem. 
Assuming now 
however, we will be led to a contradiction, since then we can construct a 
sequence n, < n, < . . ., on which g(n) = o (log n) is violated. 
By (5) there is a K, > 0 for which we can take n, large enough to meet 
conditions specified later along with 
I &,)I 3 Ko. 
Next let us choose .sO small and 
1 
r. a--,, roe N D, = e’i, 
EO 
such that Lemma C is valid. Then there is a set To c [no, n, + Do] contain- 
ing r,> C4Ehpk pairwise coprime numbers. Now Lemma B applies to the 
u = g(t), TV To and yields to, r&e To such that 
IdfocJl= Idto)+ g(G)1 8(1-%3(Id~o)l + IdcJl). 
We may choose C, < &iKo and thereafter no large enough to suit Lem- 
ma D as well as no 3 0:. Then 
Idto)lt Is(fb)I 2 Ig(no)l -=D, Is(no)l -E&, 
4% 
which gives 
lg(h&,)l >2(1 -E;)(/g(n,)l -s;K0)>2(1 -E;)’ K. =: K, 
Write n , : = to tb and continue by induction. For the ith step take 
n:=t. t’ 1 . r-l r-17 where ti- ,, ti- , ~Cn~-,,n~-,+D~-,l, 
ri : = 2ii2ro, ~~ I= co . 2 - i12k, Di : = e2’$ 
Then we have ni > nf- i and again 
r.>ETk>C E!--~ 1/I / 4, 9 D;- , = Dp < nf-, < ni 
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So we find t,, tl~ [n,, n,+ D,] such that 
Igh+l )I = Ig(t,t;,l > K,, , := 2( 1 -Ey K,. 
No new definition of C, required, since 
E?K =2’~‘Jksf~,K,_,3~Z~IKi~,3 ... >E~&>C~ I I 
provided Ed was taken small enough. 
Thus we have 
Ig(ni)l >K;=2’K, n (1-Ef)‘>Cb.2’ 
jci 
for all i E N, where C, : = K, fl,( 1 - ~12)~. This infinite product indeed con- 
verges, since C j E,’ = ~6 C i 2 -iik < 02. 
Also noting t;, t: <n; -t D,, we find 
log ni, I< 2 log(n, + 0;) 
log’ log ni 92(l+log(~+~))B2(l+n,~“), 
which yields log nj d C, .2’ log n,, where C, : = Z7( 1 + n,- 2’3) converges 
because of nj 2 nr. 
Finally 
iEt logn, C, logn, 
Ig(ni)l~ C6 ,. 
’ 
which contradicts g(n) = o(log n) as announced. Q.E.D. 
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